
HEAVY COMPETITION FOR THE
MARCH SOLO II EVENT

'l'he March Solo II event at
Aloha Stadium saw the greatest
number of entries in the recent
past. The event started a
little slowly because the
Stadium authorities had
forgotten about the recent con-
tract signed with SCCA. Thus,
we started about one hour late.
In any event, we had 51 drivers
with some of the drivers driving
more than once.

As expected the D prepared
class and C street prepared
classes had the greatest number
of entries(21). Tom Coughlin in
his Triumph finished first in C
street prepared over Doug
Whittingham and Don Simpson. If
we continue to have as many
drivers in C street
prepared(i.e.,D prepared without
race tires) it may be necessary
to divide the class in some way.

Jaije Wong took first place
honors in D prepared and also
the fastest time of the day.
Peter Chung (our fearless
leader) and Keith Yamanaka
recieved the second and third
place prizes.

The new Rabbit GTi driven
by Byron Hansen finished first
in G stock and ranked 9 overall.
The Sciroccos of Nathan Shintani
and Larry Adres placed second
and third in this 5 car class.
Of the 5 cars competing in H
stock Scott Young came in first
in his BMW,with Cedric Chow
finishing second. (Vravut Manit
driving a Datsun had the second
best time but he was competing
in his second car of the day).

In F stock (Ford class as
it turned out), Ray Suhl's
Mustang beat the Mustangs of
Daniel Zavoras and Herbert
Vallejo. E modied class saw the
return Bruce Adams in his turbo
Porsche, and Bruce was able to
turn the 5th fastest time of the
day and beat back the Mazdas of
Mike Renfro and Paul Demare. The
Datsuns took the prizes in A
prepared. Mark Kaneshiro turned
the second fastest time of the
day and was the winner of the
this class. Curtis Lee and Greg
Lee rounded out the class.

In the 2 car classes , Ed
Higa(Porsche)was the winner in A
stock ,Rick DuVoisin was champ
of E stock ,and Gerald Atkins
took E prepared.

Hopefully in April the
Stadium authorities will
remember us and we can start on
time. See you then.

ED KEMPER

SCCA SIGNS CONTRACT FOR
STADIUM FOR YEAR

Finally, the SCCA has been
given assurances that it will
have a place for Solo II on a
regular basis. The Aloha Stadium
has committed the Diamondhead
parking lot to the SCCA on the
second Sunday of each month. So
pullout your calandar and mark
it for the following days:

APRIL 10
MAY 15
JUNE 12
JULY 10
AUGUST 14
SEPTEMBER 11
OCTOBER 9
NOVEMBER 13

HANDLING ADJUSTMENT CHART
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UNDERSTEER
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FRONT TIRE PRESS.
REAR TIRE PRESS.
FR. TIRE SECTION
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RICK DUVOISIN
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